The paper by Zhang et al., titled "Opinion Helpfulness Prediction in the Presence of Words of Few Mouths", identifies a widely existing phenomenon in social media content called the "words of few mouths" phenomenon and proposes probabilistic approaches for recommender system development in the presence of "words of few mouths". The advantages of incorporating probabilistic methods in the training of the review helpfulness predictors are demonstrated.
The paper by Angelova et al., titled "Graffiti: Graph-based Classification in Heterogeneous Networks", addresses the problem of multi-label classification in heterogeneous graphs representing the social data on the Web and proposes a novel approach to classify nodes by exploiting the mutual influence of nodes of the same type based on their connections to nodes of other types.
The paper, by Yao et al., titled "Bursty Event Detection from Collaborative Tags", aims at monitoring and analysing the temporal patterns of tags for online social resources to trace hot topics on the Web. A new approach to detect bursty tagging event which corresponds to a real life event is proposed, by utilizing time intervals, graph clustering techniques, and tag taxonomy The paper, by Wu et al., titled "Boosting Web Video Categorization with Contextual Information from Social Web", explores Web video categorization from a new perspective, by integrating the model-based and data-driven approaches to boost the performance. The boosting comes from query expansion and integration of semantics, relevance and contextual information on social videos.
The paper, by Bisgin et al., titled "A Study of Homophily on Social Media", studies the homophily issue in existing sociology literature on social media and proposes a systematic approach by studying three online social media sites, Blog Catalog, Last.fm, and LiveJournal. It reports the findings along with some interesting observations. The results reveal that the influence of interest-based homophily is not a very strong leading factor for constructing new ties in social media sites.
The five papers included in this special issue cover several important topics, from content mining, concept classification and detection, to context utilization and homophily study. They present some of the latest results in this active and rapidly expanding research area. We sincerely hope that the set of selected papers provides the community with some insights on the current research and some inspirations on its future trends.
